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Establishing a network connection. In one aspect, establish 
ing a network connection includes: establishing a connection 
acroSS a first communication network that carries audio 
Signals, encoding a computer network address for a Specified 
network different from the first network into an encoded 
network address and Sending the encoded network address 
acroSS the first network; and using Said network address to 
establish a network connection on Said Second network. In 
one implementation, network connectivity functionality of a 
computer can be automatically accessed using telephone 
connectivity. Out-of-band Signaling provides a Spontaneous 
network collaboration capability by Sending an Internet 
protocol ("IP") address across a public switched telephone 
network (“PSTN”) connection. 
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OUT OF-BAND SIGNALING FOR NETWORK 
BASED COMPUTER SESSION 

SYNCHRONIZATION WITH CROSSBARS 

BACKGROUND 

0001. The present disclosure relates to simultaneous use 
of two separate networks, and the leveraging of connectivity 
on one network to create a logical connection on the Second 
network. 

0002 An Internet protocol ("IP") address is used alone, 
or in conjunction with Software endpoints called ports, by 
applications and communication Stacks to establish an Inter 
net connection between two intelligent devices Such as 
computers. The IP address for a computer can be Static or 
assigned dynamically when the computer connects to an 
intranet or the Internet. A dynamic IP address can change 
each time the computer connects to an intranet or the 
Internet. 

0003. An IP connection is established after one of the 
computers discovers the other computer's IP and port 
addresses before establishing the IP connection. A computer 
can publish its IP and port addresses in a known location 
with a known IP address So that another computer can acceSS 
the first computer's IP and port addresses. These known 
locations are sometimes referred to as “buddy lists”. This 
method of establishing an IP connection employs a pre 
arranged agreement to establish the connection. 

SUMMARY 

0004. The present disclosure describes methods and 
apparatus for establishing a network connection. In one 
aspect, establishing a network connection includes: estab 
lishing a connection acroSS a first communication network 
that carries audio signals, encoding a computer network 
address for a specified network different from the first 
network into an encoded network address and Sending the 
encoded network address acroSS the first network, and using 
Said network address to establish a network connection on 
Said Second network. In one implementation, network con 
nectivity functionality of a computer can be automatically 
accessed using telephone connectivity. Out-of-band Signal 
ing provides a Spontaneous network collaboration capability 
by sending an Internet protocol ("IP") address across a 
public switched telephone network (“PSTN”) connection. 
0005. In another aspect, Internet connectivity provides 
privacy across a telephone network through encryption 
including: establishing a connection acroSS a voice commu 
nication network between a first party and a Second party; 
establishing a connection acroSS a computer network 
between the first party and the Second party; transmitting an 
encryption key across the computer network So that both 
Said first and Second parties have Said encryption key; 
encrypting an audio signal using the encryption key; and 
transmitting the encrypted audio Signal acroSS the Voice 
telephone network. 
0006. In another aspect, Internet connectivity provides 
identity authentication of a party to a telephone connection 
including: establishing a connection acroSS a voice commu 
nication network between a calling telephone and a receiv 
ing telephone, establishing a connection acroSS a computer 
network between a calling computer and a receiving com 
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puter; and Verifying that the calling computer is coupled to 
the calling telephone by Sending a Signal from the receiving 
telephone to the calling telephone acroSS the Voice commu 
nication network and Sending the Signal from the calling 
computer to the receiving computer acroSS the computer 
network. 

0007. In another aspect, a crossbar Switch provides 
dynamic allocation of audio input signals and output signals 
in a computer System and acroSS a network or networks. The 
crossbar Switch includes: a plurality of input ports, where 
one input port is coupled to an audio Source; a plurality of 
output ports, where one output port is coupled to a telephone 
network, and one output port is coupled to a computer 
network, and a control element which physically S connects 
at least one input port to at least one output port and can 
dynamically change which input port is coupled to which 
output port. The Switch can be implemented in hardware or 
Software, or a combination of both. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of two computers 
coupled to respective telephones and interconnected by a 
computer network and a telephone network. 
0009 FIG. 2 is a flowchart of spontaneously establishing 
an IP connection between users using the PSTN and the 
configuration shown in FIG. 1. 
0010 FIG. 3A is a block diagram showing an audio 
crossbar Switch. 

0011 FIG. 3B is a block diagram showing a crossbar 
Switch coupled to a computer. 

0012 FIG. 4 is a flowchart of encrypting an audio signal 
sent over a telephone network, such as the PSTN, using a 
computer network connection, Such as an IP connection. 
0013 FIG. 5 is a flowchart of authenticating a caller 
during a telephone connection acroSS a telephone network, 
Such as the PSTN, using a computer network connection, 
Such as an IP connection. 

0014 FIG. 6 is a flowchart of verifying the telephone 
computer connection between user BS telephone and com 
puter. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0.015 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram 100 of an out-of 
band Signaling System. A first computer 105 is coupled to a 
first telephone 110 through a path 107 that allows audio 
Signals and/or data to be exchanged between computer 105 
and telephone 110. A second computer 115 is coupled to a 
second telephone 120 through a path 117 that allows audio 
Signals and data to be exchanged between computer 115 and 
telephone 120. Computers 105 and 115 can be conventional 
desktop computers, lean clients, web phones, or WorkSta 
tions. Telephones 110 and 120 can be analog or digital and 
can be separate from or part of computers 105 and 115, 
respectively. In one implementation, application programs 
or agents (e.g., Software routines that wait in the background 
and perform an action when a specified event occurs) 
executing on computerS 105 and 115 can monitor analog 
and/or digital Signals Sent to telephones 110 and 120, respec 
tively. 
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0016 Computers 105 and 115 are connected to a com 
puter network 125. Computer network 125 can be an Inter 
net protocol ("IP") network, such as the global Internet or an 
intranet. In one implementation, computers 105 and 115 are 
connected to the Internet logically independent of the tele 
phones PSTN network connections, such as by a xDSL 
phone line, a cable modem connection, ISDN connection, 
Internet accessible LAN connection, or second POTS line. 
0017 Telephones 110 and 120 are connected to a com 
munication network 130, e.g., a voice telephone network 
such as a public Switched telephone network (“PSTN', or 
plain old telephone service network, “POTS) or a private 
branch exchange (“PBX”). The connections to telephone 
network 130 can be analog and/or digital, depending upon 
the nature of telephones 110 and 120 and any equipment 
such as PBXs which might be in the connection path. 
0018 Computers 105 and 115 can be used to augment the 
telephone communications by leveraging their connections 
to computer network 125 and telephone network 130. While 
users are talking acroSS telephone network 130 using tele 
phones 110 and 120, they can automatically (e.g., by using 
the computers to establish a computer network connection) 
and spontaneously (e.g., without pre-arrangement between 
the users) access functionality provided by applications 
running on computers 105 and 115 by utilizing computer 
network 125. By accessing both the telephone connection 
and the computer network connection, the users can work 
together (e.g., collaborate) across both connections. 
0.019 Users can access spontaneous network collabora 
tion during a telephone connection by Sending a computer 
network address across the communication network 130 
which is different than the computer network connection. 
This can be done, for example, by a touch tone Dual Tone 
Multi Frequency (DTMF) sequence, a modem sequence or 
by transmitting the data network address with the caller ID. 
The computer network address information is sent acroSS a 
different network than the computer network and So is 
“out-of-band” relative to the computer network. In one 
implementation, the System used is automatic and done with 
reduced negotiation time faster than training Sequences. 
0020 Training is an initial connection process a modem 
receiver uses to Synchronize to a remote modems transmit 
Signal. Training may also occur during a connection usually 
to correct for extreme disruptions Such as line outages or 
bursts of line noise. Training is actually the result of many 
interim tasks a modem performs to make a connection, Such 
as automatic gain control adjustment, receiver timing acqui 
Sition, half-duplex equaliser convergence, echo cancellation 
convergence, full-duplex echo cancellation, equalizer con 
Vergence, and more. These tasks all occur during the initial 
handshake of the connection. During training, no data is 
transmitted, So from an application perspective it's lost time. 
A conventional fast train Sequence can last about Seven 
Seconds. 

0021. The recipient uses this computer network address 
to establish a Substantially simultaneous and related con 
nection acroSS computer network 125, e.g., via the Internet. 
This connection provides users with the ability to Sponta 
neously access computer network connectivity and com 
puter functionality, Such as for a graphical link to acceSS 
network collaboration Software, Simultaneously with a tele 
phone connection. One example of collaboration Software is 
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a Synchronized web browser, where one party's navigation 
of the web drives the navigation of the web of the other 
party. Another example is video conferencing, where the 
PSTN's ability to provide a high quality of service comple 
ments by video transmitted over the Internet. This technique 
provides benefits Such as: lowered complexity of using a 
computer, Software applications, and the Internet to enhance 
phone conversations through automatic connection, voice 
enabled computer collaboration without audio quality prob 
lems associated with Internet telephony, Spontaneous con 
nection without requiring a directory Service to keep track of 
dynamic or unknown IP addresses. 
0022 Computers 105 and 115 can also be configured 
with crossbar Switches (e.g., NxN switches) to dynamically 
allocate audio input ports and output ports during a tele 
phone connection, as described below. A user can connect 
one or more input ports to one or more output ports and 
change these connections without terminating the telephone 
connection. The crossbar Switches allow users to dynami 
cally Set up and tear down connections between input ports 
and output ports in real-time. This allows a single device to 
be used for multiple Speech interactions, Such as telephony 
over the PSTN, Internet telephony, web-to-phone commu 
nications established through a remote web site, and local or 
remote voice control of a computer. Application programs 
executing on a computer can monitor audio Signals on a 
connected PSTN line or Internet telephonic connection. The 
Switch can also provide a uniform audio interface for 
application vendors independent of devices and connection 
media. 

0023. Users can enhance privacy of communications 
acroSS a telephone connection by using the computer to 
encrypt audio signals (e.g., electrical signals representing 
audible sounds) before transmission. Users establish a tele 
phone connection and a computer network connection. A 
user at telephone 110 sends a Secret key acroSS computer 
network 125. The user then encrypts audio Signals using 
computerS 105 and sends the encrypted Signals acroSS tele 
phone network 130. The recipient decrypts the Signal using 
computer 115. This encryption provides cost-effective 
crypto-phone capabilities and enhanced Security by utiliz 
ing, for example, computer processing power, computer 
Security features Such as random number generators, private/ 
public key pairs, and hidden execution capabilities. 
0024. Users can also enhance telephone communications 
by authenticating the identity of a caller using computer 
network 125 and telephone network 130, in applications 
Such as commercial transactions. Users establish a telephone 
connection and a computer network connection. A user at 
telephone 110 sends a secret key generated by 105 across 
telephone network 130 using a mechanism such as DTMF to 
a user at telephone 120. The user at telephone 120 returns the 
Secret key acroSS computer network 125. The computer at 
telephone 110 verifies that the received secret key is the 
Same as the Secret key originally sent. This verification 
confirms that telephone 120 is coupled to computer 115. The 
users can then use conventional digital certification tech 
niques to verify the identity of computers 105 and 115. By 
verifying the connection between telephone 120 and com 
puter 115, the user at telephone 110 can attribute to the user 
at telephone 120 the level of trust provided by the identifi 
cation credentials Stored on, or transmitted via computer 
115. Mechanisms to ascertain the validity of the credentials 
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can proceed using the Internet, as if the transaction were 
initiated on the computer using the Internet. 
0.025 The configuration shown in FIG. 1 can also be 
implemented in various alternative ways. Computers 105 
and 115 can be coupled directly to telephone network 130 
via a PBX, key system, or cellular network. Computers 105 
and 115 can be individually connected to computer network 
125, or collectively with other computers via a local or wide 
area network (“LAN” or “WAN”). Computers 105, 115 and 
telephones 110, 120 can be connected to computer network 
125 and telephone network 130 through digital subscriber 
line (“DSL' or “xDSL) connections. An xDSL connection 
provides two logical Signal paths acroSS a Signal physical 
line. Hence, computer 105 and telephone 110 can share a 
Single physical connection to telephone network 130. Com 
puter 105 can access computer network 125 through a PoP 
connection to the Internet. In addition, more than two 
computers and telephones can be connected, Such as in a 
conference call. 

0026 FIG. 2 is a flowchart 200 showing the operations 
of Spontaneously, e.g., without previous arrangements, 
establishing an IP connection between computers of user A 
and user B using the public Switched telephone network 
(“PSTN”) and the configuration shown in FIG. 1. Users A 
and B each establish active connections to the Internet at 
205. Upon establishing these connections, the computers for 
users A and B each receive an IP address if addresses are 
dynamically assigned. User A calls user Bacross the PSTN, 
establishing a telephone connection, 210. An application or 
agent on computer 105 causes the IP address for user As 
computer to be encoded by either the computer 105 or the 
attached phone 110 in a form that can be sent across the 
PSTN, 215. This encoding can be using a dual tone multi 
frequency ("DTMF) coding. Instead of an IP address, the 
application or agent can Supply a reference to the IP address 
of computer 105, Such as an entry in a known directory. 
0.027 User A sends the encoded IP address to user B's 
computer 115 across the PSTN 130, through user B's phone 
120, 220. User A can send the IP address in various ways. 
For example, the IP address can be sent using DTMF 
Signaling over the same channel as the user information 
(e.g., speech) or digitally encoded and sent along with caller 
ID through the telephone signaling channel. User A Sends 
the encoded IP address for a computer network connection 
acroSS the telephone network connection, a separate network 
from the computer network, So the Signaling is “out-of-band 
Signaling.” In one implementation, a telephone can include 
a “SEND” button. When user A presses the SEND button, 
the telephone requests the IP address from the computer 105 
through connection 107. The IP address can be provided in 
any format. The telephone then transmits the tones in a 
predetermined format Such as hexadecimal encoding, using 
a mechanism such as DTMF encoding across the PSTN 
connection to user BS telephone. 
0028. An application program or agent executing on user 
B’s computer detects the encoded IP address as the address. 
This is received at user B's telephone at 225. To facilitate 
this detection, the encoding can include a pre-defined flag to 
indicate an IP address. The agent decodes the IP address, 
230. The agent establishes communications, Such as by 
Sending a network connection request, across the Internet 
using the decoded IP address for user A's computer to 
connect to user A's computer, 235. 
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0029. Once the IP connection has been established, users 
A and B can continue to converse across the PSTN connec 
tion as well as run applications which utilize network 
connections. Examples of Such applications include collabo 
ration Software, joint web browsing Software, Video, and 
network games. 
0030 Various alternative implementations are possible. 
For example, user A'S telephone can Send the encoded IP 
address for user A's computer as header information when 
the telephone connection is initially established, Similar to 
information identifying user A's telephone (e.g., “caller 
ID"). When multiple users are connected across the PSTN, 
Such as in a conference call, user A can cause the IP address 
for user A's computer to be Sent to all or Some of the users. 
These users can then select whether to establish an IP 
connection. User A can initiate the transmission of the IP 
address by executing an application which employs an IP 
connection, Such as network collaboration Software. Opera 
tions performed by the agent on user B's computer can 
alternatively be performed by an application program under 
the control of user B. Once the IP connection is established, 
the computers can open an Internet telephony connection 
and cause the PSTN connection to end. 

0031 FIG. 3A is a block diagram 300 of a second 
embodiment. An audio source 305 is coupled to an audio 
crossbar Switch 310. Audio source 305 Supplies an audio 
signal to crossbar Switch 310. Audio source 305 can be a 
telephone or Some other audio Source, Such as a microphone, 
computer Sound System, or a connection to a network. 
Crossbar Switch 310 has output ports respectively coupled to 
a telephone network 315, such as the PSTN, a computer 
network 320, such as the Internet, and a computer 325. 
Output ports of crossbar Switch 310 can be coupled to other 
devices as well, Such as audio Speakers or recording equip 
ment. A control element 330 Supplies control Signals to 
crossbar Switch 310 to cause crossbar Switch 310 to output 
the audio signal from one or more of the output ports of 
crossbar Switch 310. 

0032). In FIG.3A, crossbar switch 310 is shown with one 
input port and three output ports. However, crossbar Switch 
310 can have more or leSS input ports and output ports. 
Control element 330 can cause crossbar Switch 310 to 
connect any combination of available input ports to any 
combination of available output ports. In addition, input 
ports and output ports can Support two-way Signaling, So 
that, for example, crossbar Switch 310 can Send Signals to 
and receive Signals from computer 325. Alternatively, each 
input port or output port can provide a pair of couplings, one 
for input and one for output. 
0033 FIG.3B is a block diagram 350 showing a crossbar 
Switch 310 coupled to a computer, such as computer 105 in 
FIG.1. Telephone 110 is coupled to an input port of crossbar 
Switch 310. Computer 105, and telephone network 130 are 
coupled to output ports of crossbar Switch 310. Computer 
105 is also coupled to control element 330. Crossbar Switch 
310 can be implemented as an internal component of com 
puter 105 or telephone 110. 
0034. A user at telephone 110 can route audio signals 
from telephone 110 through crossbar Switch 310 to any one 
or more of its output ports: telephone network 130, computer 
105, and computer network 125 through computer 105. The 
user can command crossbar Switch 310 to change the routing 
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dynamically, without terminating a telephone connection. 
Crossbar Switch 310 can preserve the telephone connection 
by establishing a Second network connection before termi 
nating the original network connection. For example, in one 
implementation, when the user has established a telephone 
connection acroSS telephone network 130 and commands 
crossbar Switch 310 to Switch to a telephone connection 
acroSS computer network 125, after the computer network 
connection has been established as described above, croSS 
bar Switch 310 connects the ports corresponding to tele 
phone 110 and computer network 130 while maintaining the 
connection between the ports corresponding to telephone 
110 and telephone network 125. After connecting the ports 
for telephone 110 and computer network 125, crossbar 
Switch 310 ends the connection between the ports for 
telephone 110 and telephone network 130. Crossbar Switch 
310 can also route information from computer 105 and 
telephone network 130 to telephone 110, using the config 
urable two-way nature of the input ports and output ports. 

0035) In one example of operation, crossbar Switch 310 
can be used to Support encrypting a conversation being Sent 
acroSS telephone network 130. A user Speaks into telephone 
110 and crossbar Switch 310 sends the audio signal to 
telephone network 130. The user then activates encryption 
so that computer 105 adjusts control element 330. When the 
user Speaks, crossbar Switch 310 routes the audio signal to 
computer 105. Computer 105 encrypts the audio signal and 
returns the encrypted signal to crossbar Switch 310. Crossbar 
Switch 310 sends the encrypted signal to telephone network 
130. Alternatively, the encrypted Signal can be sent acroSS 
computer network 125. Encryption is also described below. 

0036). In another example, crossbar Switch 310 provides 
a transparent real-time shift from a telephone network 
connection to a computer network connection. A user at 
telephone 110 establishes a connection acroSS telephone 
network 130. Crossbar Switch 310 routes audio signals from 
telephone 110 to telephone network 130. The user also 
establishes a computer network connection, Such as by the 
process described above for Spontaneous IP connections. 
When the user activates an IP telephony application program 
on computer 105, computer 105 causes crossbar Switch 310 
to route the audio signals from telephone 110 to computer 
105, without interrupting the telephone conversation. This 
operation can occur simultaneously with a Switching of the 
voice stream on the other side of the network. 

0037 FIG. 4 is a flowchart 400 showing the process of 
encrypting an audio Signal Sent over a telephone connection, 
Such as the PSTN, using a computer network connection, 
Such as an IP connection, to facilitate the Secure exchange of 
keys. Users A and B have access to computers and tele 
phones configured as shown in FIG. 1. In one implemen 
tation, the computers include crossbar Switches, as described 
above. Users A and B each establish active connections to 
the Internet, 405. As part of establishing these connections, 
the computers for users A and B each receive an IP address. 
User A calls user B across the PSTN, establishing a tele 
phone connection, 410. Users A and B establish a peer to 
peer IP connection, 415, such as by the process described 
above and shown in FIG. 2. 

0.038 User Athen sends a secret key to user B across the 
IP connection, 420. The Secret key is a cryptographic key for 
encrypting and decrypting information, Such as a key for use 
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with the data encryption standard (“DES") cryptography 
method. In one implementation, the Secret key is generated 
by security hardware built into user A's computer. User A 
can Send the Secret key to user B using a digital envelope 
constructed with a public key cryptography method, Such as 
the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (“RSA) method. Thus, user A 
encrypts the secret key with user B's public key. User B 
decrypts the Secret key using user B's private key. The croSS 
bar Switch is configured Such that audio signals from the 
telephone is routed from the telephone to the computer. 
0039 Computer A encrypts the audio signal to be sent to 
user B using the Secret key, 425. The encryption is trans 
parent to user A. User A activates a Security application 
program or agent and that agent encrypts audio Signals 
received from user AS telephone. Computer A Sends the 
encrypted signal to user Bacross the PSTN, 430. Computer 
B decrypts the encrypted Signal using the Secret key, 435. 
This decryption is also transparent to user B. User B 
activates a Security application program or agent and that 
agent decrypts encrypted Signals received at user BS tele 
phone. An identical process can encrypt audio signals from 
User B to User A. Thus, once the secret key has been 
transferred acroSS the IP connection, the users can converse 
across the PSTN connection while the computers encrypt 
and decrypt the users’ audio signals. 
0040 FIG. 5 is a flowchart 500 showing authenticating a 
caller during a telephone connection acroSS a telephone 
network, such as the PSTN, using a computer network 
connection, Such as an IP connection. Users A and B have 
access to computers and telephones configured as shown in 
FIG. 1. Users A and B each establish active connections to 
the Internet at 505. As part of establishing these connections, 
the computers for users A and B each receive an IP address. 
User B calls user A across the PSTN, establishing a tele 
phone connection, 510. Users A and B establish an IP 
connection, 515, such as by the process described above and 
shown in FIG. 2. 

0041) To authenticate user B, user A verifies that the 
telephone that user B is using at the remote end of the 
telephone connection is coupled to the computer at the 
remote end of the IP connection, 520. User A verifies this 
telephone-computer connection by Sending a Secret key 
Signal acroSS the PSTN and receiving the same Signal back 
from user B across the IP connection. One example of this 
verification is described below with respect to FIG. 6. Once 
User A verifies that user B's computer is the computer that 
user Basserts, conventional digital certification acroSS the IP 
connection can be deployed to verify the validity of user B's 
digital credentials, 525. If a device Such as a Smart card 
reader or a biometric identification device Such as a finger 
print reader or retina Scanner is configured on computer B, 
these can also be used as part of the identification validation 
proceSS. 

0042 FIG. 6 is a flowchart 600 of verifying the tele 
phone-computer connection between user BS telephone and 
computer. User A generates a Secret key including a random 
number using user A's computer, 605. The random number 
can be generated by hardware. User A Sends the random 
number to user B across the PSTN, 610, using a mechanism 
such as Hex encoding and DTMF signaling. User B returns 
the random number across the IP connection, 615. 
0043 User A compares the random number received over 
the Internet with the original random number sent over the 
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PSTN, 620. If the Internet random number matches the 
original random number Sent to user B, user A has verified 
that the telephone and computer of user B are coupled. This 
Verification provides an additional level of Security in trans 
actions occurring across the PSTN. User A can verify that 
the caller has access to user B's computer using conven 
tional digital certification. Using the technique described 
above, user A can also verify that the caller is using the 
telephone coupled to user B's computer. Authentication 
techniques continue to advance in fields Such as biometrics. 
The ability to authenticate using a telephone connection 
provides a corresponding improvement in Security. 

0044) The technique of the present disclosure may be 
implemented in hardware or Software, or a combination of 
both. Portions of the technique can be implemented by 
means of a computer program executing on one or more 
programmable Systems each comprising at least one proces 
Sor, a data Storage System (including volatile and non 
volatile memory and/or storage elements), at least one input 
device, and at least one output device. Program code is 
applied to input data to perform the functions described 
herein and generate output information. The output infor 
mation is applied to one or more output devices, in known 
fashion. The processor may comprise, for example, a general 
purpose processor or a digital signal processor (DSP). 
0.045 Each program can be implemented in a high level 
procedural or object oriented programming language to 
communicate with a computer System although the inven 
tion is not limited in this respect. However, the programs can 
be implemented in assembly or machine language, if 
desired. In any case, the language may be a compiled or 
interpreted language. 

0.046 Each such computer program can be stored on a 
Storage media or device (e.g., ROM or magnetic diskette) 
readable by a general or Special purpose programmable 
computer, for configuring and operating the computer when 
the Storage media or device is read by the computer to 
perform the procedures described herein. The inventive 
System may also be considered to be implemented as a 
computer-readable Storage medium, configured with a com 
puter program, where the Storage medium So configured 
causes a computer to operate in a specific and predefined 
manner to perform the functions described herein. 
0047 Various implementations have been described. 
However, these implementations are examples and are not 
limiting. For example, the order of operations of the pro 
ceSSes described is illustrative and alternative orders are 
possible. Both computers need not be connected to the 
computer network when the telephone connection is initially 
established. The “user' on one side of the connection can be 
automated, Such as when a user calls a computer-controlled 
interactive voice response System, allowing a user to 
enhance interaction with a remote computer with graphical 
content. The encoding of an IP address can be performed 
within the telephone. Numerous Security, cryptography, and 
authentication techniques, implemented in hardware and 
Software, are well known and can be used. The Voice 
network can be any voice System, including cellular or the 
like. This technique also applies to protocols other than IP. 
Addresses transmitted may or may not include associated 
application identifierS Such as ports. The addresses trans 
mitted might not be for the computer engaged in the trans 
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action, but for a proxy on the network associated with the 
computer. The random number used for Verifying the con 
nection between a computer and a telephone can be 
encrypted. The technique can be used to Verify a connection 
between devices other than computers and telephones. 

1-24. (canceled) 
25. A crossbar Switch, comprising: 
a Switch including at least one analog input port, at least 

one digital input port, at least one analog output port, at 
least one digital output port, and a processor which 
generates digital Signals based upon analog signals 
received at Said at least one analog input port; 

at least one analog input channel which receives an audio 
Signal, where each analog input channel is coupled to 
a corresponding analog input port of the Switch; 

at least one digital input channel, where each digital input 
channel is coupled to a corresponding digital input port 
of the Switch; 

at least one analog output channel, where each analog 
output channel is coupled to a corresponding analog 
output port of the Switch; 

at least one digital output channel, where each digital 
output channel is coupled to a corresponding digital 
output port of the Switch; and 

a control element coupled to the Switch, 
where the control element is adapted to control which of 

the analog input ports, digital input ports, analog output 
ports, and digital output ports are active, 

where an active input port Sends a signal received at the 
input port from a coupled channel into the Switch, and 
an active output port sends a signal from within the 
Switch to a coupled channel, allowing a signal received 
at any input port of the Switch to be sent to one or more 
channels coupled to corresponding output ports of the 
Switch. 

26. An audio crossbar Switch, comprising a plurality of 
input ports, where one input port is coupled to an audio 
SOurce, 

a plurality of output ports, where one output port is 
coupled to a telephone network, and one output port is 
coupled to a computer network, and 

a control element which physically connects at least one 
input port to at least one output port and can dynami 
cally change which input port is coupled to which 
output port. 

27. The audio crossbar Switch of claim 26, where the 
audio Source is a telephone. 

28. The audio crossbar Switch of claim 26, where the 
control element can change a connection between the audio 
Source and the telephone network to a connection between 
the audio Source and the computer network without termi 
nating a telephone conversation occurring through the con 
nection between the audio Source and the telephone net 
work. 

29. An audio crossbar Switch, comprising: 
an audio input port for receiving an audio signal; 
a plurality of output ports, where one output port is 

coupled to a telephone network, one output port is 
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coupled to a computer network, and one output port is the output ports the audio signal transmits the audio 
coupled to a computer; and Signal. 

a control element, where the control element is adapted to 30-32. (canceled) 
control and Switch in real-time which one or more of k . . . . 


